Let £ be a partially ordered linear normed space over the field of real numbers whose positive cone K has nonempty interior K0.1 A functional / in E*, the conjugate space of E, is called positive if f(K) ^0 and/5^0. A semi-group V of linear operators on E is called positive if r(A7) QK. It will be assumed that T contains the identity operator. This note is concerned with the properties of positive semi-groups r which guarantee the existence of characteristic (invariant) positive functionals relative to I\ i.e., A*f = \Af(A*/=/), Xa>0, AET. It will be assumed throughout this paper that2 (*) T(u) C K° for some u E K°.
This note has as its starting point a theorem of Krein and Rutman Let H be the set of positive functionals / satisfying the equation f(u) = 1. II is a w*-compact convex subset of the conjugate space E*. To each A ET one associates a continuous map B: H^>H defined by the equation
Since H is w*-compact and convex, B has a fixed point, by the Schauder fixed point theorem. Let HA denote the set of fixed points of B, then A*f=\Aff (fEHA). Let B' be the continuous map associated with an A'ET. Then (2) A*B'f = A*A'*f/f(A'u) = A'*A*f/f(A'u) = \AfA'*f/f(A'u) _=UfB'f (f E HA).
Thus B'(Ha)QHa. Moreover, B' preserves the characteristic value \aj-Hence, if Ka is a subset of HA consisting of all functionals / having equal \Af, B'(KA) QKa-As KA is w*-compact and convex, B' has a fixed point in KA. Therefore the set {77A|.4Gr} has the finite intersection property, and fixer 77^ is nonempty. Krem and Rutman made the mistake of asserting that 77^ was convex. If this were true, one would have an extension of Theorem 1 to left solvable semi-groups of linear operators which would be false. Since re is arbitrary, s = 0. This contradicts (i). Therefore (5) holds, hence (4) is satisfied. Thus by Lemma 1, r has an invariant positive functional.
Although all our results deal only with semi-groups having invariant means, this is not a necessary condition. For example, let / be a positive functional.
Then £ is a direct sum of the one-dimensional subspace generated by u and the subspace/_1(0).
Then any set of positive linear operators which leaves u and /_1(0) invariant has / as an invariant functional.
If £ is a 4-dimensional space then/_1(0) = £3 is a euclidean 3-space. The group of all rotations in £3 which contains a free group on two generators, has no invariant mean.
To conclude this note we indicate the proof that a left solvable Rings have been studied which have among others the property that every commutator xy -yx is in the nucleus. It seems appropriate to consider rings in which the square of every element is in the nucleus, a property that is shared by both associative and Lie rings. Under the additional assumptions of primeness and characteristic different from 2 it can be shown that such rings are either associative or have the property that x2 = 0, for every element x of the ring. If further (x, y, z) + (y, z, x) + (z, x, y) is in the nucleus for all elements x, y, z of the ring, then the ring is either associative or a Lie ring.
We use the notation (x, y, z) = (xy)z -x(yz). The nucleus A' of a ring R consists of all nER such that (n, R, R) = (R, n, R) = (R, R, n) = 0. N is a subring of R.
Lemma. Let Rbea prime ring satisfying x2 EN for every xER and of characteristic different from 2. Then either R is associative or N2 = 0.
Proof.
For all r, sER, rs+sr=(r+s)2 -r2 -s2 must be in N. Select n, n'EN, and x, y, zER-Then (n(n'x+xn'), y, z) =0, so that (nn'x, y, z)= -(nxn', y, z). Similarly (nxn', y, z) = -(xnn', y, z) and (xnn', y,z)= -(nn'x, y, z). By combining these three equalities it follows that 2(nn'x, y, z) =0. Assuming characteristic not 2 it then follows that (nn'x, y, z)=0.
Since (nx, y, z) = ((nx)y)z-(nx)(yz) = (n(xy))z -n(x(yz))=n((xy)z)-n(x(yz))=n(x, y, z), we replace n
